
From the heart of the oil & gas action in Aberdeen’s 
harbour supported by a network of strategically located 
offices throughout the UK and worldwide, GAC UK can 
help you achieve a bigger slice of success.

GAC UK
Oil & Gas Services
Integrated shipping, logistics and offshore 
marine activities



Traditional agency services 
and innovative problem 
solving skills

From our offices at oil & gas hotspots around the UK, Europe 
and the world, GAC offers professional support services, 
on and offshore. It takes experience, assets and the right 
equipment to achieve this; GAC UK has them all.

Operators, surveyors, drillers and EPC 
companies all rely on GAC’s flair for finding 
inventive combinations of a full range of 
shipping, logistics and marine solutions that 
put their business first.

With 9,000 people at more than 300 
offices worldwide, we apply our extensive 
experience to continuously improving our 
specialist services, giving you the global 
strength to overtake your competition.

By your side
You’ll find GAC wherever you need us. Our 
Aberdeen base, at the heart of North Sea 
oil & gas operations, coordinates GAC UK’s 
services for the energy sector.

Size doesn’t matter
Whether it’s an urgent spare part weighing 
just a kilo or out of gauge project cargoes, 
we’ll attend to it with the same proven 
procedures, dedication and efficiency.

Our capabilities
• 
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Long-term relationships
It’s part of our global strategy to build long-
standing relationships with our clients. We’ve 
been around for more than 60 years and 
we’re not out to make a quick buck - we’re 
here for the long haul.

Partnering with GAC, you’ll also benefit from 
our strong business relations with authorities 
and service providers in all our locations.

Innovative systems
All GAC’s ship agency offices use our 
proprietary GACagent software to record and 
exchange operational and financial data fast 
and flexibly. 

Shipments are managed using our GACfreight 
software to record sales, freight and 
warehouse operations, purchase orders, 
financial data, reporting and tracking - in 
more than 40 countries.

Doing the 
right thing

360° support focused on value driven, customised solutions 
to keep your business moving.

Our Code of Ethics 
and Quality, 
Health, Safety 
& Environment 
(HSSE) policies 
- essential for 
the wellbeing 
of clients, 
employees and 
business partners 
alike - reflect our 
determination to 
conduct ourselves 
to the highest 
ethical standards 
at all times.

Ship agency & husbandry services
Bunker fuels
Towage & barge operations
Manning services including offshore crew 
changes
Vessel mobilistaion support
Offshore hub management services 
Dry docking support
Fender, security cabin & forklift rental
Vessel stowage, planning & cargo care

• 
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Maritime security services & training
International transit support 
Ship spares logistics
Air & sea charters 
Project logistics
Vessel stability and feasibility studies
Supply chain & purchase order 
management
Warehousing & distribution including pick & 
pack solutions

02 0303



We take care of the 
details while you take 
care of business

Whether you need simple ship agency 
support or a full suite of services including 
weather routing and OPITO approved 
maritime training, GAC delivers.

GAC UK has the largest team of ship agents 
in Aberdeen. Each of them is fully conversant 
with ISPS code and SIA regulations which 
means total security for vessels in port 
under our care. We can also provide security 
receptions, guards and a full quayside service 
if needed.

We have vast experience in managing 
remote port calls and dry docking, with staff 
regularly on hand during overseas calls to 
ensure all safety, cost and general support 
procedures are followed. 

We’re continuously improving and work 
closely with clients, operating companies and 
authorities to enhance our procedures and 
provide customised solutions that cut costs, 
not corners.

Dedicated account managers focused on delivering quality 
service give each client a single point of contact and ensure 
every port call is handled on time and on budget.

Hub agency
Some of the biggest global names in oil & 
gas rely on GAC’s Global Offshore Agency 
Services (GOAS) team’s understanding of the 
time-critical nature of their business. They’re 
a highly specialised group of experts focused 
on delivering a seamless, single point of 
contact service - wherever you go.

Quality assured
GAC UK is ISO 9001:2008 & FPAL registered 
and TRACE certified. We’re also members 
of all the relevant industry associations 
including the Institute of Chartered 
Shipbrokers and Subsea UK.

Unrivaled flexibility and 
professional services

GAC is an oil & gas-focused organisation which provides 
integrated upstream supply chain support ranging 
from rig agency and hub services to bespoke logistics 
services and much more, all based on your supply chain 
strategies.

As your strategic partner, you can be assured of 
dedicated support from exploration through to oilfield 
development.
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Efficient logistics for a better 
bottom-line

Multimodal specialists
Import, export. Air, sea, road. Or a 
combination of all of these. Dangerous 
goods? No problem.

Our freight forwarding team can support 
every movement at any time, ensuring our 
clients are safe in the knowledge that their 
cargo - whatever its size or nature - is in the 
best hands possible.

Take the lead
We put our fleet of 16 and 24 tonne forklift 
trucks, a 5 tonne overhead gantry crane 
and dedicated manpower at your disposal, 
around-the-clock. GAC UK can also provide a 
wide selection of fenders for complex ship-
to-ship transfers or straightforward port calls 
on short or long term lease.

GAC UK is a member of IATA and BIFA.

Global energy hubs
As well as Aberdeen, we have specialist 
teams in all the world’s key oil & gas 
locations: USA, UAE (Dubai, Abu Dhabi), 
Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan, 
Egypt, Norway, Netherlands, Thailand, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Australia.

Safe and secure
Our fully equipped and compliant Aberdeen 
facilities make GAC UK the first choice for 
leading clients with offshore mobilisations / 
demobilisations. 

Outsize shipments are not a problem at our 
1000m² outside storage next to Telford Dock, 
which has a heavy lift crane pad and main 
gates which open to 16 meters. The entire 
facility is CCTV-protected and ERTS-equipped.

We’re not just about shipping. GAC UK 
also provides a wide range of value-
adding logistics services to support 
your oil & gas activities, including 
freight forwarding, warehouse &
base operations and handling of 
project cargoes.

06 0707



Ship Agency & Logistics
 offshore.uk@gac.com
 +44 (0)1224 213312

gac.com/uk

GAC UK
 Matthews Quay

 Aberdeen Harbour
 Aberdeen
 AB11 5PG
 United Kingdom

Global muscle and expertise 
to power your strategies

We provide 
sustainable 
solutions 
to meet 
everyday 
challenges.

The GAC Advantage
• Four decades experience in the UK
• Experience in supply chain, offshore and oil  
  & gas services
• Strategically-sited bases and regional  
  warehousing give broad geographical  
  coverage
• End-to-end multimodal supply chain  
  solutions with tracking and inventory  
  management
• Fully compliant with HSSE, FCPA, ISO and  
  quality management systems
• Registered member of all relevant    
  organisations
• Non-stop operations

About the GAC Group
GAC is a global provider of integrated 
shipping, logistics and marine services. 
Emphasising world-class performance, a 
long-term approach, innovation, ethics and a 
strong human touch, GAC delivers a flexible 
and value-adding portfolio to help customers 
achieve their strategic goals. Established 
since 1956, GAC employs over 9,000 people 
in more than 300 offices worldwide.

Global Offshore Agency Services
 goas.uk@gac.com
 +44 (0)1224 213312
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